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Feshbach resonances are fundamental to interparticle interactions and be-
come particularly important in cold collisions with atoms, ions, and molecules.
Here we present the detection of Feshbach resonances in a benchmark system
for strongly interacting and highly anisotropic collisions – molecular hydro-
gen ions colliding with noble gas atoms. The collisions are launched by cold
Penning ionization exclusively populating Feshbach resonances that span both
short- and long-range parts of the interaction potential. We resolved all final
molecular channels in a tomographic manner using ion-electron coincidence
detection. We demonstrate the non-statistical nature of the final state distri-
bution. By performing quantum scattering calculations on ab initio potential
energy surfaces, we show that the isolation of the Feshbach resonance path-
ways reveals their distinctive fingerprints in the collision outcome.
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Introduction
In atomic and molecular collisions, elastic, inelastic, and reactive scattering compete with reso-
nance pathways. In particular, Feshbach scattering resonances that arise from coupling between
different degrees of freedom are instrumental for transferring energy from internal to relative
motion [1, 2]. Feshbach resonances have been observed in atom-atom [3–5], atom-ion [6],
atom-molecule [7–9], bimolecular [10, 11] and field dressed bimolecular collisions[12] by tun-
ing either the collision energy or the magnetic field strength in the case of trapped ultra-cold
particles. Alternatively, a single resonance path can be selected by spectroscopic excitation, as
in predissociation [13–16] or electron photodetachment [17, 18]. However, one is then limited
to the Franck-Condon region close to the equilibrium geometry which represents a rather small
part of the overall phase space. Here, we combined the advantage of ultracold molecular colli-
sions exploring a large part of the phase space with the preparation of isolated resonances that
allowed us to follow collision pathways. This was achieved by populating vibrational Feshbach
resonances at long range, just below the threshold. In contrast to predissociation and similarly to
full collisions, the colliding particles possess a set of well-defined unperturbed internal quantum
numbers. As in reactive bi-alkali systems [7, 9, 19] we explored the collision regime where the
short range intermolecular interaction is strong, leading to mixing between tens of rovibrational
quantum states coupled by anisotropic interactions.

Our method is complementary to and expands the capabilities of the electron photodetach-
ment spectroscopy (EPDS)[17, 18](see, SM). In EPDS, the electron is stripped away from an
anion by interaction with laser radiation. The electron kinetic energy distribution contains in-
formation about the energy levels of the neutral product. However, the detection of subsequent
dynamics is challenging. In our method, the starting point is a cold collision between an elec-
tronically excited atom and a neutral molecule. The electron is emitted during a charge transfer
process resulting in ionic molecular products with a well defined set of internal quantum num-
bers. Due to the low collision energy, we populated a narrow momentum band during the ion-
ization step. In such a case, the distribution of initial and final molecular ion states can be simply
detected using energy conservation. The kinetic energy distribution of the molecular ions pro-
vides additional information which encodes the final quantum state distribution resulting from
the decay of Feshbach resonances populated upon the ionization step. The non-selective nature
of the ionization process leads to the formation of molecular ions in many vibrational states.
As a result, the ionic kinetic energy distribution contains contributions from all the accessible
vibrational branches of Feshbach resonances. Crucially, we disentangled the contribution of
individual initial molecular ionic states using ion-electron coincidence detection. This scheme
allowed us to simultaneously detect all the possible quantum states in a tomographic manner.
Our results show that each Feshbach resonance has a distinctive signature reflected in the final
quantum state distribution. In a similarly strongly interacting system it has been shown [20]
that the final state distribution follows statistical arguments. In earlier reactive scattering exper-
iments where Feshbach resonances were detected [21, 22], the measured final state distribution
was found to be insensitive to the collision energy up to 180K and did not depend on the total



Figure 1: Adiabatic potential energy curves and wave functions describing Penning collisions
at total angular momentum state J = 6 and partial wave l = 5 between metastable neon and
ortho-H2 in its ground rovibrational state. Each adiabatic curve corresponds to the vibrational
and rotational quantum numbers, (v, j), of H+

2 . R is the intermolecular separation, a0 is the
bohr radius. Same color curves represent adiabatic curves with different partial wave quantum
number, l, but with the same molecular rotation quantum number, j. The left side (A.) of the
figure represents the ionization step. The green curve presents the measured kinetic energy of
electrons, providing the initial state distribution of the Feshbach states. The energy position
of the projected states are set relative to the center of the measured peaks. The right side (B.)
of the figure represents the decay of Feshbach states formed upon ionization. The measured
ionic kinetic energy distribution (green curve) corresponds to the final state distribution. The
contribution of para-H2 to the kinetic energy distribution is marked in light green. The energy
position of the projected state is set by the measured resonance energy.

angular momentum either[23]. By contrast, in our case the quantum signatures of vibrational
resonances are sensitive to the details of the interaction. We confirmed this fact by carrying
out full ab initio based quantum scattering calculations for the benchmark system of H+

2 collid-
ing with a noble gas atom. Our work shows that quantum signatures can be observed even in
strongly interacting and anisotropic systems if the resonance pathway can be isolated.

The Method
We present a schematic description of our approach in Fig. 1. The starting point is the colli-
sion between a metastable noble gas atom and a ground state molecule, which leads to Penning
ionization. The ionization is a sudden, non-adiabatic transition of the initial neutral state onto
the manifold of ionic states[24]. It can be described by projecting the scattering wave func-
tion of the neutrals ψ(R), scaled by the ionization probability Γ(R), onto the full set of states
describing the molecular ion/neutral atom interactions. Because ionization occurs at large in-



termolecular distances, the initial state is projected in the region where the long-range part of
the intermolecular potential dominates. As a result, the Feshbach states are characterized by the
free molecule basis with no change in the rotational quantum number, j, of the molecule. The
populated states differ asymptotically by the vibrational energy of the molecular ion. Due to
the electron’s small mass, it carries away most of the excess energy, generated at the ionization
step. Therefore, the initial vibrational state, v, of the molecular ion is encoded in the electron
kinetic energy. The energy distribution of electrons represents the vibrational spectrum of the
molecular ion with near Franck-Condon probabilities[25, 26]. In Fig. 1B we show the resulting
dynamics of such a Feshbach resonance state where a single quantum of vibrational excitation
is converted into a combination of kinetic and rotational energy. Here, the closed channel is the
vibrationally excited state, whereas the open channels are the vibrationally ground, rotationally
excited states. The final quantum state distribution is reflected in the velocity distribution of the
molecular ion. The electron-ion coincidence measurement completes the quantum state-to-state
mapping because every detected electron-ion pair is generated during the same collision event.

The ionization step is governed by a charge transfer process that depends exponentially on
the intermolecular distance. As such, the part of the scattering wave function that undergoes
ionization is strongly localized in the vicinity of the classical turning point of the neutral poten-
tial energy surface (Fig. 1A). Such a strong localization of the initial wavefunction is essential
for the resolution of our measurement since it determines the energy spread in the distribution
of populated ionic states. After ionization, the initial scattering wavefunction spans a narrow, 50
cm−1 wide energy band located 30 cm−1 away from the dissociation threshold of the molecular-
ion/neutral-atom interaction potential energy surface. This energy window constitutes a small
fraction of the total interaction strength reflected by a deep potential well of 4450 cm−1 in the
case of Ne− H+

2 . This energy window contains only a few Feshbach resonances, associated
to triatomic rovibrational states (see Fig. 2 A. for two initial vibrational levels of the molecular
hydrogen ion, v = 2 and v = 1). Moreover, the total angular momentum and parity of the
Feshbach resonance are set during the Penning ionization step. By tuning the collision energy
of the neutral collision system to match a shape resonance, we were able to control the total
angular momentum distribution which peaked around the resonant partial wave[27, 28]. Impor-
tantly, the near-threshold Feshbach resonance wavefunctions are sensitive to both the short and
the long range parts of the interaction potential. While in the short range, all of the degrees of
freedom are strongly coupled by the anisotropy of the potential energy surface (PES), at large
separation, the resonance wavefunction is nearly separable into the molecular ion and neutral
atom. Whereas the strength of the leading term of the anisotropic interaction is 1300 cm−1 at
an intermolecular separation of 2a0, it falls to 1 cm−1 at 10a0. We demonstrate that each Fesh-
bach resonance state has a distinctive signature in the final state distribution, changing with the
Feshbach state energy, the total angular momentum, and the vibrational quantum number, cf.
Fig 2C.



Figure 2: Computational characteristics of Feshbach resonance states. A. Zoomed in view of
adiabatic PES together with corresponding radial wave functions Ψ(R). Shown on the right side
of the figure are computed overlap plots for J = 6 and initial l = 5 which represent the energy
distribution of populated Feshbach states. The presented ionic energy eigenstates have the
largest overlap with the initial neutral state describing the Penning collisions (|ψ(R)|2 × Γ(R)).
B. Relative contribution of each angular momentum state of collision for Ne(3P)− ortho− H2

collisions considering the experimental collision energy and spread. C. Computed ionic energy
distributions representing final state distribution corresponding to initial vibrational state v = 2
and v = 1. The threshold energies are labeled by the final rotational state of free ortho-H+

2 ions.
The distributions are normalized to unity.

Results and Discussion
We studied two benchmark molecular ion collision systems, Ne− H+

2 and He− H+
2 by mea-

suring correlated energy distributions of products of Ne∗ − H2 and He∗ − H2 PI collisions. The
experimental setup is described in detail elsewhere[29]. In short, we generated two supersonic
beams of metastable noble gas atoms and ground state molecules using two Even-Lavie[30]
valves which were positioned at a relative angle of 4.5 degrees. We excited the noble gas atoms
to a metastable state by a dielectric discharge which was located directly after the valve ori-
fice[31]. The beam mean velocity was determined by the valve temperature and the gas mixture
composition. We performed Penning ionization collisions at an energy that matched the posi-
tion of one of the shape resonances that occur at a few Kelvin[27]. We first located the shape
resonance positions by a complementary measurement using the merged beam approach (see,
SM). We present the angular momentum state distribution for Ne∗ - ortho-H2 and Ne∗-para-H2



Figure 3: VMI images of ions and coincidence electrons. A. going clockwise from the top
left corner of the image, the first quadrant presents the overall accumulated ionic VMI image
which includes all ionic masses, the second quadrant shows the VMI image of H+

2 ions alone
obtained using electron-ion coincidence, the third quadrant presents a sliced image using ion
time-of-flight information and the last quadrant presents the sliced VMI image of ions related
to initial vibrational state v = 1 using ion-electron correlations. Angle-integrated velocity
distributions are presented as white curves at each quadrant. B. VMI image of coincidence
electrons corresponding to H+

2 .

and He∗-H2 collisions in Fig. 2B and Fig. S2 respectively. For Ne∗ + H2, we chose a collision
energy matching the position of the l = 5 shape resonance. As a result, scattering states with
total angular momenta J = 4, 5, 6 had the highest contribution.

We detected the product ion and electron velocities using a Coincidence Double Velocity
Map Imaging (CDVMI) apparatus[29]. Coincidence detection was the most important aspect
of our experiment. The correlation between ions and electrons allowed us to extract the mass,
identify the initial state, and determine the velocity magnitude distribution instead of just the
projection. It also allowed us to correct the ionic VMI images for electron recoil. Such a
correction was essential for He-H2 where the electron recoil blurred the ionic VMI image by
about 100m/s .

We present the ion and electron VMI images as measured in coincidence during the Ne∗ − H2

collisions in Fig 3. The ion VMI image is divided into quadrants which represent the various
steps in the analysis of the raw, accumulated data. We started with the raw accumulated VMI
image which includes all the ionic products in Fig. 3A. We used TOF information to obtain the
VMI image of H+

2 ions alone, Fig. 3B. During the next step we selected the central part of H+
2

TOF distribution in order to time-slice the VMI image (Fig. 3C). This procedure enabled us to
construct the velocity magnitude distribution by angle integration of a sliced image without the
need of inverse Abel transformation based techniques. The mass selected and time-sliced ionic
VMI image consists of a series of concentric rings indicating a set of discrete final quantum state



Figure 4: Experimental (blue) and theoretical (red) kinetic energy distributions showing the de-
cay of Feshbach states into various continuum states for He− H+

2 (bottom) and Ne− H+
2 (top).

Left column is for initial v = 1, right column is for v = 2. Theoretical curves are convoluted by
the experimental resolution. Distributions based on the statistical model (see text) are the pink
dashed curves.

channels where the internal vibrational molecular ion energy is converted into a combination of
the final rovibrational state and translational energy. However, this image contains information
from all the five initial vibrational states of the H+

2 molecular ion that are populated during the
quenching process. We constructed the ionic VMI image which corresponds to an individual
initial quantum state of H+

2 by post-selecting only those ions which correlate with the electrons
within a certain kinetic energy window. Our tomography procedure required eliminating the
effect of high energy electrons on rings associated with the lower energy electrons. We have
developed a ’peeling’ algorithm that corrects an individual ionic image due to the overlap of
its coincidence electrons with higher energy electrons. A detailed description of the ’peeling’
algorithm can be found in the SM.

We obtained the energy distribution of the molecular ions by angular integration of the



sliced, initial-state-selected VMI images (blue curves in Fig 4). The energy scale corresponds
to the kinetic energy release, E, which was partitioned between the molecular ion and the neutral
atom according to momentum conservation. We observed sharp peaks indicating the quenching
of Feshbach resonances to different continuum states which were labeled by the final quantum
state, (v′, j′), of the free molecular ion. The final state distribution thus represents the observa-
tion of the projection of the Feshbach resonance onto the continuum basis set which we refer
to as tomography. The threshold energies are depicted by black and green lines for ∆v = 1
and ∆v = 2 transitions, respectively. Each threshold energy is labeled by the final rotational
state, j′, of the free H+

2 ion. We observed a higher probability of odd final rotational states due
to the spin statistics of ortho vs para hydrogen spin isomers with the 3:1 statistical population
ratio. In addition to the resonance state tomography, we obtained the resonance energy which
is reflected by the shift of all peaks relative to the threshold energies. For the v = 1 state, we
found the mean resonance energies to be−28.9±3.6 cm−1 for Ne− H+

2 and−20.8±3.1 cm−1

for He− H+
2 . All resonance energies are reported relative to the position of the noble gas atom

and rotational ground state molecule dissociation threshold.
To confirm the nature of the resonances and to provide additional characterization, quantum

wave packet calculations were carried out on an available full configuration interaction (FCI)
PES for He− H+

2 [32] and a new PES for Ne− H+
2 . The new 2A’ Ne− H+

2 PES utilizing
38200 reference energies was determined at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV5z level of theory. Full
coupled channel calculations of the He− H+

2 and Ne− H+
2 cross sections were performed with

converged bases with rotational states going up to and including j = 25 and vibrational states
going up to and including v = 5 respectively, though for He− H+

2 fewer rotational states were
required to obtain convergence. The numerical results were convoluted with the experimental
uncertainty and are in excellent agreement with the experimental data (blue vs. red traces
in Fig. 4). Together with earlier work on the near-dissociative states of He− H+

2 [32], the
present agreement between experiment and theory points to near-spectroscopic accuracy of the
FCI PES. Similarly, for Ne–H+

2 , the agreement between computations and experiment is very
encouraging. Further improvement could be obtained from morphing the underlying PES [33,
34].

Due to the strong and highly anisotropic intermolecular interaction one could expect a sta-
tistical description to be sufficient to describe the final state distribution. In fact, both interaction
strength and anisotropy are comparable to the case of KRb+KRb bi-molecular reactions [20].
In the bi-molecular case, deviations from the statistical model were found at the limit of the
reaction exothermicity where the centrifugal barrier hinders the reaction rate. In our case, the
level of initial excitation relative to the centrifugal barrier height in the exit channel (Fig.1B)
allows all vibrational and rotational transitions to occur. In a purely statistical approach, the
decay probability is proportional to the number of energetically accessible exit channels [20,
35]. The level of degeneracy in each continuum state is set by the initial total angular momen-
tum J and by parity (−1)j+l, which are conserved quantities. For a final rotational state j′, the
number of exit channels is determined by the number of available partial waves which fulfill the
relation J = |j′− l′|, |j′− l′|+ 1, . . . , j′+ l′ and maintain the right parity. We have constructed



a statistical model where we assumed a single Feshbach resonance, at position and width as
obtained by exact calculations, where the decay probability to each final rovibrational state is
given by the number of allowed partial waves. The resulting energy distribution was convoluted
by the experimental resolution and shown as pink dashed lines in Fig 4. Comparing the results
of this procedure to the experimental data shows clear deviations from the statistical model.
A quantitative comparison of the results of the statistical model and exact calculations to the
experimental data is shown in Fig. S10. In particular, the statistical model underestimates the
decay to states with low final j′ and overestimates the decay to states with high final j′. This
observation suggests that certain transition probabilities are preferred rather than statistical.

Outlook
Although we probed a collision system with strong interactions (charge - induced dipole) and
high anisotropy, the Feshbach resonance states have a unique quantum signature in the final
state distribution. This property may be useful for control over the final state distribution by
manipulating the quantum state of the Feshbach state itself. One way to do so is by tuning the
total angular momentum which is difficult to control. However, an effective way to select states
with a certain amount of total angular momentum is to leverage different shape resonances
of the neutral collision complex. This could be done using the merged beam approach where
collision dynamics could be tuned down to a single quantum of angular momentum [36]. Per-
forming coincidence experiments in the p-wave limit will demonstrate the control of the final
state distribution. Moreover, due to the reduction in participating quantum states, individual
Feshbach states corresponding to the triatomic rovibrational spectrum, could be resolved.
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System T1 [K] V1 [ms−1] dv1 [ms−1] T2 [K] V2 [ms−1] dV2 [ms−1] E/kB [K] dE/kB [K]

He∗+H2 170 1346 22 139 1245 38 2.25 0.67
Ne∗+H2 205 659 14 140 811 21 2.93 0.44

Table S1: Supersonic beams properties. T1, V1, dV1 are the valve temperature, mean velocity,
and one standard deviation of velocity spread for the metastable beam. E and dE are the
collision energy and spread accordingly. The composition of the molecular beams in He∗+H2

system: 10% Ne in H2, Ne∗+H2 system: 50% Ne in H2.

Materials and Methods
Supersonic beams properties

The supersonic beams properties are presented in Table S1. Metastable beam profiles were
acquired using a microchannel plate (MCP), positioned in line with the beam travel direction.
Neutral beam velocities were deduced from the delay between the beams, beam spreads were
calculated using a delay scan between the beams. The collision energy was calculated according
toE = 1

2
µ (V 2

1 + V 2
2 − 2V1V2 cos(θ)), where θ = 4.50 is the angle between the valves and µ the

reduced mass. The spread in collision energy was obtained by simulating the beam trajectories,
taking into account the experimental mean velocities and spreads.

Collisions in shape resonance conditions

Performing collisions where only a few quantum states describe the interaction is essen-
tial for state-to-state resolution. For this reason, we have chosen to perform Penning ioniza-
tion (PI) collisions at a shape resonance. Shape resonances are long-lived quasi-bound states,
formed by tunneling through a centrifugal barrier. As such they are associated with a spe-
cific angular momentum l of the collision complex. The resonance energies were found by an
independent measurement using a merged beams experimental setup which is described else-
where [36, 38]. Reaction rate coefficients as functions of the collision energy are presented in
Fig. S1 for Ne∗(3P)− H2, whereas the experimental data for He(3S)− H2 collisions is found
elsewhere [28]. The rate coefficients were calculated as the ratio between counts of ions, per
collision energy, to the intensity of the reactant beams. The horizontal error bars represent
statistical errors, estimated as the square root of the number of counts. The vertical error bars
represent the uncertainty in the collision energy, calculated from the uncertainty in the mean ve-
locity of individual beams. The latter was derived from the uncertainty in travel distance (∼10
mm) and time (∼20µs). The reaction rate coefficient peaks at collision energies associated with
shape resonances. Theoretical curves were calculated using the adiabatic approach [39, 40]
where the scattering wave function is propagated from 7 a0 to 500 a0 (with a0 the bohr radius)
applying the log-derivative method [41]. Details regarding the used potential energy surfaces



Figure S1: Reaction rate coefficients as a function of the collision energy for PI collisions of
Ne(3P )+H2. Blue crosses indicate experimental data with error bars. The horizontal error bars
represent ±1 STD of statistical error. The vertical error bars represent ±1 STD uncertainty
in the collision energy. The black line is the theoretical curve which is convoluted by the
experimental spread in collision energy. Peaks at collision energies of kB×0.4K and kB×2.7K
are associated to partial wave resonances l = 4 and l = 5 respectively.

can be found elsewhere [28, 36]. A necessary input for the theoretical calculations is the ioniza-
tion probability per initial state of the collision, labeled by partial wave, l, molecular rotation,
j and the total angular momentum, J = l + j which is a conserved quantity. j is either 0, for
parahydrogen, or 1, for orthohydrogen. We have obtained the contribution of each initial state
by integrating the theoretical reaction rate coefficients in the window of experimental collision
energies. The results, shown in the J, l-basis are presented in Fig S2 and in Fig 2. For collisions
with orthohydrogen, three J states with J = lres − 1 : lres + 1 dominate the reaction.

Data analysis

Mass spectrum

The mass spectrum of ionic products was obtained by plotting the histogram of TOF dif-
ference between ions and electrons. The result is shown at Fig S3. The main ionic product is
H+

2 which results from a direct Penning Ionization reaction. In addition, we observed triatomic
molecular ions which result from associative ionization [25], NeH+ and HeH+ which result
from proton exchange reactions between H+

2 and Ne/He and Ne+ and He+ ions which origi-



Figure S2: Contribution of each state of total angular momentum and parity to the ionization
process, calculated for the experimental collision energies and spreads (table S1).

Figure S3: Mass spectrum of ionization products.

nated from field ionization of Rydberg state atoms.



Figure S4: Slicing of the H+
2 ion VMI image. A. TOF distribution for H+

2 ions. limits of the
time-slicing are marked by a dashed black line. B. comparison of radial velocity distribution as
obtained by angle integration of the sliced and unsliced VMI images.

Slicing of VMI Images

Using TOF information we were able to plot VMI images of ions of a given mass and co-
incidence electrons. However, the VMI technique provides only two components of the 3D
velocity distribution, therefore, obtaining the distribution of velocity magnitude requires addi-
tional analysis[42]. One method is based on numerically inverting the VMI image using the
Abel transform, another option is to ‘slice’ the 3D velocity distribution in the detection plane.
The latter is performed by the selection of particles with zero velocity component on TOF axis.
This effectively ‘slices’ the 3D distribution around zero velocity in the direction perpendicular
to the detection plane. For photoions, such a method was successfully used where zero TOF
was defined by the laser pulse [43]. Here we took a similar approach, accounting the electron
arrival time as the zero time stamp. The slice width is limited by the uncertainty in the electron
TOF, given as twice the turn around time in the extraction region which is in the order of 2ns
for 4eV electrons. The slicing procedure for H+

2 ions is shown graphically at Fig S4. Sliced and
unsliced VMI images of ions and the corresponding electronic VMI images are shown in Figs
S5 and S6.



Figure S5: VMI images of ions and electrons, Ne∗-H2 PI collisions. First row: all ions. Second
row: H+

2 ions and coincidence electrons. Third row: sliced images.



Figure S6: VMI images of ions and electrons, He∗-H2 PI collisions. First row: all ions. Second
row: H+

2 ions and coincidence electrons. Third row: sliced images.
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Figure S7: Schematic overview of the peeling algorithm for ionic VMI image corresponding to
v = 2 initial state. Starting from the top left corner, the electron VMI image is inverted using
MEVELER program to provide the radial velocity distribution (top right corner). From the
latter, the contribution of individual electron energy to the 2D projected velocity distribution
is simulated (bottom left corner) and presented together with radial distribution as acquired
directly from the VMI image. The relative contribution of ions related to initial v = 0 and
v = 1 is determined by the ratio of the shaded area II and III relative to the shaded area I. The
ratios are used to correct the ionic image corresponding to v=2 by subtracting the contribution
of VMI images corresponding to v = 1 and v = 0. The uncorrected and corrected ionic energy
distribution for H+

2 ions corresponding to the v = 2 initial state are presented at the bottom right
corner of the figure.

Peeling of the Electronic VMI image

In contrast to the ionic VMI images, the lack of a zero time stamp for the electron TOF
prohibits the ability to slice the electronic VMI images. A problem arises when one wishes to
perform state-to-state analysis which requires the selection of electrons in a given energy range.
The presented deficiency was overcome in two steps, firstly by accounting for electrons with
a minimal velocity component on TOF axis and secondly by accounting for the contribution



Figure S8: Sliced VMI images of H+
2 per initial vibrational state. First row: He∗-H2. Second

row: Ne∗-H2 PI collisions.

of outer electronic energies on the inner, lower energy section of the electronic VMI image.
For this purpose, we describe here a ”Peeling” algorithm that corrects every ionic VMI image
related to a specific electron energy due to the overlap with higher electron energies. The
”Peeling” procedure is presented schematically in Fig S7. First, the electron VMI image is
inverted using MEVELER[44] to obtain the velocity magnitude distribution. The individual
peaks are fitted to Gaussian distributions and the acquired peak position, height and width are
used to simulate the projection of the individual velocity magnitude distributions back to a 2D
plane. This allows us to set apart the individual contributions of each electron energy to the total
electronic VMI image. For state-to-state analysis, a specific electronic radial range is chosen
around the peak maximum and the coincidence ionic VMI image is obtained. Starting from
the highest energy of electrons, and going inwards, the ionic VMI images from higher electron
energies are subtracted from the analyzed VMI image with a ratio that is calculated according
to the relative contribution of higher electronic energies. The peeling algorithm allowed us to
correctly decompose the sliced VMI images into individual images, associated to the formation
of Feshbach resonances at different vibrational states of the molecular ion. The resulted VMI
images are shown in Fig S8.
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Figure S9: Correlation plot for on-grid 38200 points between the reference CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pV5Z ab initio energies and those obtained from the RKHS with RMSE = 0.0014 eV (11.3
cm−1). The agreement between electronic structure calculations and the RKHS representation
for 250 off-grid points has an RMSE of 11.8 cm−1.

Theoretical methods

Potential Energy Surfaces

Both PESs were reproducing kernel Hilbert space[45] (RKHS) representations of reference
energies computed using MOLPRO[46]. For He–H+

2 , a full configuration interaction (FCI)
PES generated from 7936 reference points was already available and used to investigate[32]
near-dissociative states for which experiments had been carried out[47, 48]. For Ne–H+

2 , a new
2A’ PES was determined at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV5Z level of theory. In this case, 38200
reference energies were represented as a RKHS. For the Ne–H+

2 PES reference energies at the
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV5Z level of theory were determined on a grid of Jacobi coordinates (R,r,θ),
where r is the bond length of the H+

2 diatomic, R is the distance between the center of mass of
the diatomic molecule and the rare gas atom (Ne) and θ is the angle between ~r and ~R. The grid
(on-grid points) included 39 points for r ∈ [1.1, 8.0] a0, 49 points for R ∈ [1.0, 45.0] a0 and
10 Gauss-Legendre quadrature points for θ ∈ [0, 90◦]. The quality of the final PES is shown
in Figure S9. The root mean squared difference for energies of 250 geometries that were not
used for constructing the RKHS representation (off-grid points) between reference calculations
at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV5Z level of theory and the evaluated RKHS representation is 11.8
cm−1, compared with RMSD = 11.3 cm−1 for on-grid points.

Scattering calculations

Our calculations model rovibrational quenching in the half-collision of the rare gas atom, He



or Ne, with dihydrogen molecular ions. Since the reactive channel is not energetically accessible
for vibrational excitations below v = 4, the three-body Hamiltonian can be constructed using
Jacobi coordinates (R, r, θ), cf. Fig. S9. In the case of neon, the calculations were performed
for pure 20Ne (i.e., with an atomic mass of 19.99), which accounts for approximately 90%
of naturally occurring neon gas, as it was utilized in the experiment. We emphasize that our
approach to the quantum dynamics is exact, i.e., we do not invoke any additional approximations
beyond those made to derive the potential energy surfaces and taking the reactive channel to be
inaccessible.

The total simulation consisted of two distinct steps. Firstly, the Penning ionization is mod-
elled by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian describing the collision of the metastable rare gas atom
with neutral dihydrogen, using the adiabatic potentials [28, 39, 40] for all relevant combina-
tions of partial wave ` and total angular momentum J . The mapped spatial grid for the atom
to diatom-COM separation consisted of 8192 points between R = 2 and 20 000 a0. After di-
agonalization, the eigenenergies that most closely correspond to the measured experimental
collision energy for each J , ` and spin isomer were selected. Projecting the eigenstate for
each selected eigenenergy onto the ionic surface with the double-exponential ionization prob-
ability Γ(R) yielded the set of input wave functions for simulating the collision on the ionic
surface. The projection results in initial wave packets with spatial distributions along the atom
to diatom-COM axis. The wave packets were found to be robust with regard to the energetic
selection mentioned above and well approximated by a Gaussian distribution centered around
R ≈ 8 a0 for He-H+

2 and R ≈ 10 a0 for Ne-H+
2 , respectively.

Secondly, the half-collisions on the ionic surface are governed by the three-body Hamilto-
nian,

Htot = − h̄2

2µcmplx

∇2
~R

+Hion + V (R, r, θ) (S1)

with

Hion = − h̄2

2µion

∇2
~r + Vion(r) , (S2)

where µcmplx and µion are the reduced masses of the Rg-H+
2 complex and the H+

2 molecule ion,
respectively. The Hamiltonian (S1) conserves parity as well as the total angular momentum
~J = ~j+ ~L, where~j the describes molecular rotation and ~L is the angular momentum of the rare
gas atom relative to the molecule. It is thus convenient to represent the eigenfunctions of Htot

in the coupled angular basis [49],

ΨJMj`v(~R,~r) =
1

R

∑
j′,`′,v′

GJj`v
j′`′v′(R)

χj′v′(r)

r
(S3)

×
j∑

mj=−j

∑̀
m`=−`

CJM
mjm`

Yjmj
(θr, ϕr) Y`m`

(θR, ϕR) ,

where CJM
mjm`

are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the transformation from the eigenfunc-



tions of the uncoupled angular momenta ĵ2, ĵz, L̂
2, L̂z (with quantum numbers j, `,mj,m`) to

the eigenfunctions of ĵ2, L̂2, Ĵ2, Ĵz (with quantum numbers j, `, J,M ). The rovibrational eigen-
states of the molecular ion, χjv(r), with vibrational quantum number v were obtained by diago-
nalizingHion using a discrete variable representation. Furthermore, in Eq. (S3),GJj`v

j′`′v′(R) is the
radial wave function in the (j′, `′, v′)-exit channel obtained from an entrance channel j, `, v. In
order to represent the interaction potential (given in Jacobi coordinates) in the coupled angular
basis, we employed an expansion into Legendre-polynomials in θ and r,

V (R, r, θ) =
∞∑
k=0

∞∑
n=0

Vn,k(R)Pk(cos θ)P̃n(r) , (S4)

where P̃n(r) is the nth order Legendre polynomial including the rescaling of r to [−1, 1]. This
expansion results in R-dependent matrix elements of V in the channel basis,

〈Jj′`′v′|V |Jj′′`′′v′′〉 =
∞∑
k=0

∞∑
n=0

Vn,k(R) 〈Jj′`′|Pk(cos θ) |Jj′′`′′〉
∫
R+

χ∗j′v′(r)P̃n(r)χj′′v′′(r) dr

(S5)
and the eigenvalue problem of Htot takes the form[

∂2

∂R2
+ k2

j′v′ −
`′(`′ + 1)

R2

]
GJj`v
j′`′v′(R) =

2µcmplx

h̄2

∑
j′′`′′v′′

〈Jj′`′v′|V |Jj′′`′′v′′〉GJj`v
j′′`′′v′′(R) ,

(S6)
where k2

j′v′ =
2µcmplx

h̄2
(E − Ej′v′) with E the total energy and Ej′v′ the dihydrogen rovibrational

energy levels.
We solved the coupled channels equations (S6) using the renormalized Numerov method [50]

for the ratio square or Q-matrices which relate the wave function on neighboring points of the
radial grid [51], propagating them outward from Rmin = 1.0 a0 to Rmax = 100 a0. Outgoing
wave boundary conditions are imposed to find the wave function at R = 100 a0. Stored Q-
matrices could then be used to propagate inward to compute the scattering wave functions on
the grid [51]. The wave packet φ describing the Penning ionization obtained in the first step
as explained above would then be accounted for by projecting onto a set of eigenstates of Htot.
However, in order to avoid storing Q-matrices, we instead propagate the wave packet outward
together with the Q-matrices [51]. For each energy E, the K-matrix can be obtained from
the flux-normalized boundary conditions. Once the propagated input wave packet φJj`vj′′`′′v′′(R)
has been obtained at R = Rmax, the integral cross section for each exit channel j′`′v′ can be
evaluated as

σJj`vj′`′v′ =
1

2π

∑
j′′`′′v′′

∣∣∣Aj′`′v′;j′′`′′v′′φJj`vj′′`′′v′′(Rmax)
∣∣∣2 , (S7)

where
A = 2i[F (Rmax)−G(Rmax)K](1 + iK)−1 (S8)



with F and G being diagonal matrices of the asymptotic boundary conditions, given by spher-
ical Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively, and K is the hermitised K-
matrix.

We have used 4002 energies E ranging from 200 cm−1 below to 200 cm−1 above the dis-
sociation threshold of the given entrance channel. Such a fine energy sampling ensured that
Feshbach resonances, which can have narrow spectral widths, were adequately captured. For
each energy, cross sections were obtained separately for each channel, with the difference in the
collision energy and the channel’s internal energy yielding the fragment kinetic energy. Eval-
uating the total cross section over all outgoing channels, as shown in Figs. 2C and 4 of the
main text, all individual contributions to the collision cross section were added incoherently
both in terms of channels and energy, cf. Eq. (S7). This implies in particular that no coherence
between different Feshbach resonant states is assumed, which is in line with the experimental
observations. The finite-basis representation included 31 terms for both the diatomic separation
r and the polar angle θ. Consequently, the simulation was performed in a coupled channel basis
consisting of the vibrational quantum numbers v and the uncoupled angular momenta j and `.
The graphs in Fig. 4 were obtained by creating histograms in kinetic energy for all channels
and total angular momenta J ranging from 0 to 6 with corresponding entrance channel partial
waves ` multiplied by their respective weights. Our calculations naturally include the elastic
pathway where the initial vibrationally excited state remains unchanged. The contribution is
observed as an incline towards zero energy, starting around 40 cm−1. The same contribution to
the scattering flux is shown in Fig. 2A as the positive energy part of the overlap plots. As seen
in the overlap plots in Fig. 2, the resonance width of individual Feshbach resonances ranges be-
tween 1cm−1 to 10cm−1. The overall natural peak width which includes a few resonance states
from a few angular momentum states results in a width of around 20cm−1. For comparison
with the experiment, the cross sections as functions of the kinetic energy have been convoluted
taking the resolution of the detector into account. To this end, the experimental resolution per
particle energy is directly simulated, taking into account the spread in COM velocity, the VMI
resolution, and the limit of the time-slicing procedure. Overall, the resolution ranges between
10 cm−1 for the lowest energy peaks to 30 cm−1 for the highest energy peaks in Fig. 4A. Scat-
tering wave functions as shown in Fig. 2 of the main text were constructed from the Numerov
Q-matrices.



Supplementary text
Comparison to EPDS

It is interesting to compare our method to electron photodetachment spectroscopy (EPDS) [17,
18]. The most significant difference is that we obtain correlated energy distributions of all
charged products and not just of the electrons. This allows us to obtain both the resonance
energy and the final state distribution. However, contrary to ionization by a laser, we have no
experimental time stamp to when ionization occurs. As a result, we cannot slice the electron
VMI images. To overcome this deficiency, we have developed a ’peeling’ algorithm which is
presented above. Ionization by collisions has an additional implication on the imaging system
design due to the large ionization volume. This results in aberrations from particles moving
close to the VMI orifice. Another difference is that there is no tunability to the level of exci-
tation. The initial excitation energies are given by the energy of the metastable states of the
noble gas atom. For collisions with He*, this results in electrons with up to 4 eV kinetic energy.
In EPDS and specifically in SEVI (slow photoelectron velocity map imaging), the excitation is
tuned so that the ejected electron has lower energy and is therefore easier to detect with higher
resolution. However, since our experiment is based on cold collisions, the electron resolution
in principle can be further increased, possibly enabling the detection of individual Feshbach
resonance states.

Comparing theory to experimental data

We present in Fig. S10 a comparison between the experimental data and theoretical results
obtained in a two-fold way, once by exact coupled channels calculations on an ab initio potential
energy surface, as described above, and second using a statistical model as described in the main
text. We quantify the contrast between theoretical and experimental results by calculating the
difference in peak area,

∆ =

∫ b
a
Pth(E)dE −

∫ b
a
Pexp(E)dE∫ b

a
Pexp(E)dE

(S9)

where Pth(E) and Pexp(E) are the theoretical and experimental energy distributions. Integration
limits a and b were defined as plus/minus two standard deviations from the peak center, as
obtained by fitting the experimental data to a Gaussian function. We chose to analyze the
data for ortho di-hydrogen where the signal to noise ratio is the highest. In Fig. S10, the overall
agreement of the exact quantum mechanical calculations with the experimental data is evidently
much better than for the statistical model. Moreover, for the statistical model, we observe a
trend in the disagreement of underestimating decay to states with low final j′ and overestimating
decay to states with high final j′.



Figure S10: Quantitative comparison of energy distributions obtained by the statistical model
and exact calculations to the experimental data for initial v = 1 and ortho di-hydrogen. The
height of individual bars represents the difference in peak area, compared to the experimental
peak area.
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